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Preface 
Cambodia is one of the successful countries in the Western Pacific Region in the 
national response to HIV epidemic by reducing the HIV prevalence among people 
aged 15-49 years-old from 1.6% in 1998 to 0.6% in 2017. It is estimated that there 
are 68, 678 people who are living with HIV (PLHIV) in Cambodia in 2017. 

At the end of December 2018, there were 59,837 patients enrolled in the treatment 
and care settings. However, it is estimated that 10,000 PLHIV remained 
undiagnosed. 

Data of HIV testing at VCCT sites and HIV positive registration at ART services are 
being collected through VCCT and ART databases deploy at point-of-care to be 
better and serve the monitoring and reporting purposes. So far, the analysis using 
collected data generates the findings to improve the service performance especially 
for ART service. The DQA SOP aims to guide data collectors at VCCT and ART 
services to better address data quality to support planning and decision making. 

I would like to congratulate NCHADS and all development partners who were 
actively participated in developing this important standard operational procedure. 
The Ministry of Health has officially approved for the use of the SOP of data quality 
assurance to be implemented at VCCT and ART services. 
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1. Introduction and rationale 

Data quality refers to the level of quality of data. There are many definitions of 
data quality but data are generally considered high quality if, "they are fit for 
their intended uses in operations, decision making and planning. Data quality is 
important because without high-quality data, a program cannot understand the 
implementation or decide on the right program direction. Data collected is to 
make the decisions that will positively impact the success of a program, improve 
its practices and increase benefits.  
 
For many programs, managing the quality data can seem like an overwhelming 
task. However, having accurate and program-ready data is an absolutely integral 
component to ensure that programs do not experience the negative impacts that 
can accompany “bad” or “dirty” data. 
 
For the purpose of running a program the data quality must be maintained 
otherwise it may lead to: 
- Operational problems – if the data is inconsistent, inaccurate, or incomplete 

it affects the proper operation of the program. The program will not be able 
to keep a track of the inputs and outputs of the program; it would not be able 
to analyze the progress of the program with poor quality of the data. 

- Management problems – the right decisions on the program implementations 
can be made if the proper data are available with the program. 

- Financial problems – the motive behind running a program is financial 
support. If the data are not trustworthy, the program may lose trust from 
partners and customers, then lose the supports and benefits.  

- Investing much effort to perform data cleaning which does not limited to the 
wasteful expenses, human resource and time 

- Lowing the trust and supports of development partners and donor agencies 
- Loss the opportunity to identify strength or gaps for improvement of the 

program intervention 
- Challenging the implications resulting from the decision-making based on 

low quality  
 

2. Objectives 
2.1. General objective  
To provide guidance and tools to obtain data with quality at ART services. 

 

2.2. Specific objectives 
 To define roles and responsibilities of ART team, VCCT team, and B-IACM 

team in data collection and data quality assurance (completeness, 
consistency, accuracy and timeliness). 

 



 To provide instruction and guidance for data collection and entry of each 
teams ART, VCCT, and B-IACM.  
 

 To provide procedure and necessary tools to assure the quality of the data at 
each level. 

 

3. Procedures 
3.1. Terminology 

 
 Data Quality Dimensions 

Dimensions of 
data quality  

 
Operational Definition 

Accuracy Also known as validity.  Accurate data are considered correct: the data 
measure what they are intended to measure. 

Consistency The data generated by a program’s information system are based on protocols 
and procedures that do not change according to who is using them and when 
or how often they are used.  The data are reliable because they are measured 
and collected consistently. 

Precision  This means that the data have sufficient detail.  For example, number of dead 
patients by causes of death.  An information system lacks precision if it is not 
designed to record the sex of the individual who received counseling and 
testing. 

Completeness Completeness means that an information system from which the results are 
derived is appropriately inclusive: it represents the complete list of eligible 
persons or units and not just a fraction of the list.  

Timeliness Data are timely when they are up-to-date (current), and when the information is 
available on time.  Timeliness is affected by: (1) the rate at which the program’s 
information system is updated; (2) the rate of change of actual program 
activities; and (3) when the information is actually used or required. 

Integrity Data have integrity when the system used to generate them are protected from 
deliberate bias or manipulation for political or personal reasons. 

Confidentiality Confidentiality means that clients are assured that their data will be maintained 
according to national and/or international standards for data.  This means that 
personal data are not disclosed inappropriately, and that data in hard copy and 
electronic form are treated with appropriate levels of security (e.g. kept in 
locked cabinets and in password protected files.    

 
 

3.2. Flow of data 
  



Case of follow-up patient 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Description of ART data flow 
- First, patient goes to registration desk/counter (whether new, old 

transfer-in or returned patient) for registering or finding dossier. Then 
weight, height and vital signs are collected and recorded in paper-based 
forms (A, B). 

- Next, consult with counselor and doctor for health examination and 
required laboratory tests. Then clinician prescribes depend on patient’s 
status. The patient could be referred to specimen collection if required 
which include but does not limit to viral load, CD4 count or HCV testing 
or liver and renal function tests. 

- Next, the patient goes to pharmacy for getting ARV drugs. 
- Finally, patient information is entered into the ART database by data 

entry clerk.  

 
Arrive the clinic 
 Present the 
patient book to 
get dossier 

Find the 
patient dossier 
Distribute to the 
patient 

PATIENT NURSE 

 Medical 
check-up 
 Check for 
any adverse 
events 
 Prescribe 
 Fill out the 
form 

CLINICIAN 

 Check data for 
consistency and 
completeness 
 Do data entry 
 Report and/or 
feedback on 
data issues 

DATA CLERK 

Present the 
dossier to the 
triage nurse  Weighing,  

 Collect vital 
sign 
 Fill out the 
form 

 Provide drugs 
based on 
prescription 
order 

 Adherence 
counseling 
 Remind about 
the date of next 
appointment 

 Present the 
dossier to the 
triage nurse 



 
 

3.3. Roles and responsibilities at each level 

3.3.1. ART clinic 
 
Patient  
- to get PMRS ID at general triage of the hospital 
-  
 
Providers: Triage staff, Nurses, and Counselors 
- Assure that the patients have proper PMRS ID 
- Take vital signs and record them completely and correctly in the patient’s 

file at every visit. 
- Measure weight and height (for children) and record them completely, 

and correctly in the patient’s file at every visit.  
- Complete all required patient information on Form A, Form A1, Form A2, 

Form B, and Summary Form in accordance with types of visit (initial visit, 
or follow-up visit). Below is required information need collecting 
properly: 

o Form A: 
 Clinic ID 
 Date of first visit: dd/mm/yyyy 
 Patient Lost then return: if Yes, tick the box; if No, write 

“NO” next to the question 
 Date of birth: dd/mm/yyyy 
 Sex 
 Education  
 Referred from 
 Date of HIV test positive: dd/mm/yyyy 
 PMRS ID 
 TB medical past history and treatment 
 ARV treatment history 
 Other medical treatment history 



 Drug allergy 
 

o Form A1: 
 Clinic ID 
 Date of birth: dd/mm/yyyy 
 Sex 
 Date to update the information: dd/mm/yyyy 
 Marital status 
 Occupation 
 Address 
 Contact person 1 
 Contact person 2 

 
o Form A2 (must record completely): 

o Clinic ID 
o ART number 
o Date of visit: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Consent to PNTT service 
o Screening of risk behavior 
o Number of children aged less than 15 years old 
o Number of sexual partners 
o Number of needle sharing partners 
o Partner/child information 
o Relationship with the patient 
o Plan for partner notification 
o Contact attempts 
o Outcome 

 
o Form B: 

o Clinic ID, 
o ART number 
o Date of visit: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Visit status: First visit? Early visit? Visit on schedule? Late 

visit? 
o Age 
o Sex 
o Pregnancy status 
o Weight (in kg) 
o Height (in cm) 
o Temperature 
o Pulse 
o Respiratory rate 
o Blood pressure (mmHg) 
o Counseling and record: STI prevention; ART adherence; 

Birth spacing; TB infection control; Partner; Use of condom. 
 



o Patient Summary Form 
o Name 
o Sex 
o ART number 
o Date of first visit: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Date start ART: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Date start IPT: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Date stop IPT (when stop) : dd/mm/yyyy 
o Date start HCV : dd/mm/yyyy 
o Date stop HCV (when stop): dd/mm/yyyy 
o ARV (ARV regimen) 
o HIV Viral Load: date received result; VL result 

- Attends regular weekly meeting among ART team members, 
- Collaborates with other ART team members to review clinic’s 

performance (CQI indicators) by using the clinic’s data. 
 
Providers: Clinicians 
- Assures all required information are filled-in completely by triage nurse 

on Form A, A1, A2, Form B, and Patient Summary Form. 
- Provides care to patients and collects patient information on Form B. 

Required information but not limited to: 
o Use of birth spacing 
o TB signs and symptoms screening (must screen all four) 
o Screening STI signs and symptoms  
o Assessment on taking medicines 
o Current medical history 
o Examination of patient 
o Patient assessment and treatment plan 
o Order laboratory tests and/or check the filled-in results when 

available 
o Indication of enhanced adherence counseling (EAC) if needed 
o Indicate medication toxicity if any 
o Prescribe medications 
o Fill-in the outcome/action. If case patient exit care (transfer-out, 

dead, lost), the clinicians make sure the required information is 
recorded. 

o Next appointment date: dd/mm/yyyy 
o Sign off the form  

- Attends regular weekly meeting among ART team members, 
- Collaborates with other ART team members to review clinic’s 

performance (CQI indicators) by using the clinic’s data. 
 
Providers: ART Team Leader 
- Assures all required information are filled-in completely on Form A, A1, 

A2, Form B, and Patient Summary Form. 
- Assures all patient files are entered into the database. 



- Chairs regular weekly meeting among ART team members, 
- Monitors and avails up-to-date data during the weekly meeting on but not 

limited to: 
o number of new index cases 
o number of sexual partner (of the new index cases) identified 
o number of sharing needle (of the new index cases) identified 
o number of children under 15 (of the new index cases) identified, 
o number of new patients started ARV 
o number of patients drown blood for viral load test 
o number of viral load results received 
o number of ART patients died 
o number of ART patients lost-to follow-up. 

- Leads ART team to review clinic’s performance (CQI indicators) by using 
the clinic’s data. 

- Assures clinic’s data are collected, entered, and sent to next level on time. 
 
Providers: Data entry clerk 
- Entries all patient files timely 
- Entries all required fields timely 
- Generates collective lists of VL follow-up, appointment, missed-follow up 

on a regular basis 
- Assures the data is quality data before running any analyses or generate 

the reports 
- Collaborates with other ART team members to review clinic’s 

performance (CQI indicators) 
- Generate routine monthly, quarterly reports 
- Attends regular weekly meeting among ART team members, 
- Reports any issues/errors regarding completeness, accuracy, or 

consistency to head of ART team and relevant ART staff members 
- Weekly reports the indicators listed under “Data entry clerk” in section 

below to the team during regular weekly meeting 
 

PASP: 
- Assures the data quality assurance is included in the agenda of the 

routine supervision of PASP to ART clinics 
- Conducts regular supervision to ART clinics to: 

 Assure the quality of data, 
 Assure the improvement plan is implemented, 
 Support clinic to perform quality of services. 

- Provides appropriate supports to have the clinic’s performances 
reviewed regularly. 

- Checks, feedbacks and certifies the quarterly report of ART clinic. 
- Provides appropriate supports to build the capacity of ART team to 

implement CQI and other improvement activities.  



3.4. Instruction to fill out registration book and forms 
 

3.4.1. Form A – Adult Initial Visit Form 
Frequency of fill out: Once at the first visit only 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse and physician 
Number of pages: 02 
Version of form: 07 September 2017 
Field name Instruction Example 
Clinic ID number Fill out five-digit code with 

leading zero 
02314 

Date of initial visit Date of first visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Patients lost then return Tick if the patient used to 
get registered and returned 
after look to follow-up 

 

Previous clinic ID number Fill out the previous clinic 
ID of five-digit code 

00672 

Full name Fill out full name (surname 
and name) in Khmer 

ចន ចចមស្មីត 

Date of birth Fill out date of birth using 
format dd/mm/yyyy. In 
case, patient provides only 
age, the day/mm 01/01 is 
used to create DOB 

 

Age Fill out age in year  
Gender Tick one appropriate Male 

or Female 
 

Education: Grade Tick one on education, 
primary school, 
secondary/high school, 
university 

 

Education: Reading Tick one on ready ability 
yes or no 

 

Education: Writing Tick one on writing ability 
yes or no 

 

Referred from Tick one on the source of 
referral self-referred, home 
based care/community, 
VCCT, PMTCT, TB program, 
blood bank. Specify the 
source if it does not match 
one of these 

 

HIV test: Date of HIV 
positive  

Fill out date of confirmed 
HIV positive using format 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

HIV test: Name of VCCT Fill out the name of VCCT. 
Only VCCT with licensed 
given by NCHADS either 

 



public or NGO clinic 
HIV test: VCCT code Fill out VCCT code 0201 
HIV test: VCCT client code Fill out the client code as in 

VCCR result slip 
 

ID of other programs: UIC Fill out the UUIC code using 
UUIC algorithm 

ចនចស្1101278 

ID of other programs: PMRS 
ID  

Fill out ten-digit PMRS ID as 
shown in patient dossier 
label 

 

ID of other programs: ID 
Poor 

Fill out ID Poor as shown in 
Poor ID card 

  

Official transfer-in: status Tick one yes (for patient 
who has transfer-out from) 
or no (for patient newly 
confirmed HIV positive and 
never enrolled in any ART 
site)  

 

Official transfer-in: name of 
ART site 

If transfer-in, fill out the full 
name of ART site 

 

Official transfer-in: Children 
ID 

If transfer-in, fill out the 
clinic ID for children who 
transfer-out to continue at 
adult service 

 

Official transfer-in: Date of 
ART start 

If transfer-in, fill out the 
ART start date 

 

Official transfer-in: ART 
Number 

If transfer-in, fill out ART 
number with two digits of 
province, two digits of site 
code and other five digits of 
patient number at ART 
initiation 

020100214 
(02=Battambang; 01= 
Moung Russey hospital and 
00214=ordering number of 
patient started ART) 

Signature of data 
collector/triage nurse 

Triage nurse to sign off  

Name of data 
collector/triage nurse 

Fill out the date of sign-off 
by triage nurse 

 

TB past medical history and 
treatment 

Tick one of TB past medical 
history available, not 
available or unknown  

 

Past history of INH 
prophylaxis 

Tick on of the past INH 
history available, not 
available or unknown 

 

TB infection sites Tick one of infection site 
pulmonary or extra 
pulmonary 

 

TB case definition Tick one of case definition 
BK+ (bacteriological) or BK-
/clinic 

 

Date of onset of TB Fill out date of onset of TB 
using format dd/mm/yyyy 

 



Date of TB treatment Fill out start date of TB 
treatment using format 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

TB treatment regimen Tick one of TB treatment 
regimen 

 

Type of TB treatment 
outcome 

Tick one of the treatment 
outcome cured, completed, 
failed, lost to follow up, not 
evaluated or ongoing.  

 

Date of TB treatment 
outcome 

Fill out the date of 
treatment outcome using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

ARV treatment history Tick one of treatment 
history. If yes, fill out the 
name of drugs give, name of 
facility, start date and end 
date 

 

Other medical treatment 
history 

Tick if all if appropriate and 
fill out name of drugs give, 
name of facility, start date 
and end date 

 

Drug allergy status Tick one of allergy status 
yes or no 

 

Name of drug with allergy If yes, fill out the name of 
drug 

 

Allergy type If yes, fill out the type of 
allergy 

 

Date of exposed allergy If yes, fill out the date of 
exposed allergy using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Signature of data collector Data collector to sign off  
Name of data collector Fill out name of data 

collector 
 

   

 

3.4.2. Form A1 – Adult Updated Information Form 
Frequency: at each follow-up visit if reported changes made by client 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse  
Number of pages: 1/2 
Version of form: 26 September 2017 
Field name Instruction Example 
Clinic ID number Fill out six-digit of clinic ID  
Full name Fill out full name (surname 

and name) in Khmer 
ចន ចចមស្មីត 

Date of birth Fill out date of birth using 
format dd/mm/yyyy. In 
case, patient provides only 
age, the day/mm 01/01 is 

 



used to create DOB 
Age Fill out age in year  
Gender Tick one appropriate Male 

or Female 
 

Date of update Fill out the date of updating 
the information (normally 
aligns with date of form B) 

 

Marital status Tick one of marital status 
signle, married, divorced, 
widow(er) 

 

Occupation Fill out the occupation  
Address: group Fill out the group  
Address: house number Fill out the house number  
Address: village Fill out the name of village  
Address: commune Fill out the name of 

commune 
 

Address: district Fill out the name of district  
Address: province Fill out the name of 

province 
 

Contact 1: Address Fill out full address of 
contact 1 

 

Contact 1: phone number Fill out working phone 
number of contact 1 

 

Contact 2: Address Fill out full address of 
contact 2 

 

Contact 2: phone number Fill out working phone 
number of contact 2 

 

NGO support Tick if there is support from 
NGOs 

 

Name and location of CA 
team 

If there is support from 
NGO/CA, please fill out the 
details name and location 

 

 

3.4.3. Form A2 – PNTT Initial Assessment Form 
Frequency of fill out: at every visit 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse  
Number of pages: 01 
Version of form: 11 January 2018 
Field name Instruction Example 
Clinic ID number Fill out six-digit of clinic ID  
Date of visit Fill out date of visit using 

format dd/mm/yyyy 
 

Agree to be notified Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Behavioral risk 
assessment 

Risk assessment covers ten 
questions in which each 
question asks about the 
exposure: 

 



Ever: anytime in their 
lifetime experienced the 
risk; or 6 Months: 
experienced this risk within 
the last six months; or 
Never. 
 
The questions are following 
 Had sex with a known 

HIV+ person  
 Had sex with women 
 Had sex with man  
 Had sex with a TG 

partner  
 Had sex with >4 

individuals 
 Used injection drugs 
 Reused medical needles 

with others 
 Received money for sex 
 Give money for sex 
 Migrated for work (in or 

out of country) 
Number of 
partners/children under 15 

Fill out number of 
partners/children under 15 
years old 

 

Number of partners who 
share needles 

Fill out number of partners 
who share needles 

 

Number of children Fill out number of children  
Partner 1   
Full name Fill out full name  
Age Fill out age  
Sex Fill out sex of partner  
Address Fill out the specific address 

which is identifiable 
 

Phone number Fill out valid phone number  
Relationship with patient Tick one appropriate 

Wife/Husband/Fiancé, 
Steady sex partner, 
Sweetheart, Needle sharing, 
or other  

 

Intimate partner violence 
(IPV screening) 

Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No for three main question 
 Hit, kicked, slapped or 

otherwise physically 
hurt you? 

 Ever threatened you? 
 Ever forced you to do 

something sexually that 

 



make you 
uncomfortable? 

*Any yes is ticked, it may 
not be appropriate to 
contact partner 

Notification plan Tick one appropriate 
Deferred due to IPV, Client 
referral, Provider referral, 
Contract referral (fill out 
date) or Dual referral (fill 
out date) 

 

Contact attempt Fill out the date, types of 
contact (visit or phone call), 
contact reached (yes or no) 
and note for each time of 
contact. Date format using 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Outcome Tick one appropriate 
Known to be HIV+ and in 
treatment (fill out 
ART/CLINIC ID), Refused 
testing, Conducted HIV test 
(circle results positive, 
negative or undetermined), 
Other 

 

Partner 2…. Follow the same instruction 
as partner1 

 

   
Child1   
Full name Fill out full name  
Age Fill out age  
Sex Fill out sex of partner  
Address Fill out the specific address 

which is identifiable 
 

Phone number Fill out valid phone number  
Child testing plan Tick one appropriate Client 

referral, Provider referral, 
Contract referral (fill out 
date) or Dual referral (fill 
out date) 

 

Contact attempt Fill out the date, types of 
contact (visit or phone call), 
contact reached (yes or no) 
and note for each time of 
contact. Date format using 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Outcome Tick one appropriate 
Known to be HIV+ and in 
treatment (fill out 

 



ART/CLINIC ID), Refused 
testing, Conducted HIV test 
(circle results positive, 
negative or undetermined), 
Other 

Child2…. Follow the same instruction 
as child1 

 

 

3.4.4. Form B – Adult Patient Visit Form 
Frequency: every visit 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse  
Number of pages: 02 
Version of form: 01 February 2018 
Field name Instruction Example 
Number of visit Fill out the ordering number 

of visit 
 

Clinic ID number Fill out five-digit of clinic ID  
ART number If patient on ART, fill out 

ART number with two digits 
of province, two digits of 
site code and other five 
digits of patient number at 
ART initiation 

 

Date of visit Fill out date of visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Type of visit Tick only one (initial, early, 
scheduled, late) 

 

Full name Fill out full name (surname 
and name) in Khmer 

 

Age Fill out age in year  
Gender Tick one appropriate Male 

or Female 
 

Status of pregnancy For female patient, tick one 
of pregnancy status not 
pregnant, pregnant, 
spontaneous abortion, 
induced abortion.  

 

Date of expected delivery If pregnant, fill out the date 
of expected delivery using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Weight Fill out weight in kilogram  
Height Fill out height in centimeter   
Temperature Fill out body temperature in 

degree Celsius 
 

Pulse Fill out pulse  
Respiratory rate Fill out respiratory rate  
Blood pressure Fill out blood pressure 

systolic over diastolic 
 



Health education Fill out education topics 
given during the visit 
 STI prevention 
 ART adherence 
 Birth spacing 
 TB infection control 
 HIV status of 

spouse/partner 
 Condom use 

 

Birth spacing: type of clients Tick one on the types New 
(newly started), Ongoing 
(continues to use), Old 
(used in the past but now 
stop using), Using with 
other facility.  

 

Birth spacing: start date If New, fill out the start date 
of birth spacing using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Birth spacing: method(s) 
given and amount of 
commodity given 

Tick types of methods and 
quantity given. Pill may be 
given along with condom 

 

TB symptomatic screening  Fill out Yes or No of the 
following which occurred 
the last four weeks 
 Cough, anytime of any 

duration 
 Fever, anytime of any 

duration 
 Weight loss 
 Night sweat for two 

weeks and more 

 

STI screening: any 
discharge (virginal or 
urethral) 

Tick Yes or No  

STI screening: sore or 
inflammation on genital 
area 

Tick Yes or No  

STI screening: genital warts Tick Yes or No  
Hospitalize after last visit Tick Yes or No  
Hospitalization days If yes, please fill out number 

of days hospitalized 
 

Reasons of last 
hospitalization 

If yes, fill out the reasons of 
hospitalization 

 

Adherence: missed pills 
before this visit 

Tick Yes if missing any dose 
or No if never missed any 
dose before this visit 

 

Adherence: number of 
times missing pills 

If yes, please fill out times of 
missing pills 

 

Current medical history Physician notes on the  



current medical history of 
the patient 

Examination Physician fill out the results 
of examination 

 

Assessment and plan   
WHO clinical classification Fill out the WHO clinical 

stage. The stage will never 
go back to one if it defined 
other than one in the past. 
The last number must 
remain even the current 
clinical status of the patient 
is improving 

 

Eligible for ART Tick yes if patient is eligible 
to ART and tick no if not 

 

Physical status Tick one appropriate 
Working normally, Cannot 
walk long distance, Bed-
ridden 

 

Sites of TB infection Tick one appropriate PTB 
for pulmonary TB or EP-TB 
for extra-pulmonary TB 
based on presenting TB 
treatment card or validate 
with TB physician 

 

TB case definition Tick one appropriate BK+ or 
BK-/clinic 

 

TB treatment status Tick one appropriate New 
for newly treated with TB, 
Stop for complete 
treatment, Ongoing for TB 
treatment still going on. 

 

TB treatment date Fill out date of start 
treatment 

 

Prescribing lab tests   
HIV re-testing before ART 
and testing result 

Tick one appropriate the 
result Positive or Negative 

 

HCV test and result Tick one appropriate the 
result Positive or Negative 

 

Screening for Cryptococcal 
antigen and result 

Tick one appropriate the 
result Positive or Negative 

 

CD4 count and result Fill out the result of CD4 
count 

 

HIV viral load and result Fill out the result of HIV VL 
test 

 

HCV viral load 
 Baseline and result 
 HCV viral load (SVR-

12) 

Fill out baseline result of 
HCV viral load 
If available, fill out the result 
of HCV viral of 12 weeks 

 



Other lab tests If available, fill out the result 
of other tests 

 

Enhancing adherence for 
viral load detectable 

Tick one appropriate First 
EAC, Second EAC or Third 
EAC 

 

Assessment and plan …. 
Refer to PMTCT, TB, IPD or 
other 

 

Medication toxicities Tick any appropriate for 
medication toxicities 

 

Current medications 
(medication, quantity, 
frequency, form, status of 
use, date, reasons of stop, 
remarks) by four groups 
ARV drugs, OI drugs, HCV 
drug and TB drug 

Fill out dose, quantity 
prescribed, frequency, form 
of each single drug or 
combination. Tick one 
appropriated for each drug 
Start, Stop or Continued 
with the date. In case of 
stopping any drug, reason is 
expected to fill out and extra 
note if necessary. 
 
For Type of 
treat/prophylaxis for 
Cotrimoxazole, Fluconazole 
for 1 (Primary Prophylaxis), 
2 (Secondary Prophylaxis), 
3 (Treatment Only) 

 

Outcome/action   
Type of exit care Lost to follow up 

Died 
Stop treatment because of 
HIV negative 
Transfer out to other ART 
site 

 

Place of death Tick one appropriate Lost to 
follow up, Died,  
Stop treatment because of 
HIV negative, Transfer out 
to other ART site 

 

Date of death If died, fill out the place of 
that patient died 

 

Cause of death If died, fill out the date that 
patient died; not the date of 
reported 

 

Date of next appointment If patient still not exit care, 
please fill out the data of 
next appointment 

 

Name and signature of data 
collector 

Fill out name and signature 
of data collector 

 



 

3.4.5. Form A – Children Initial Visit Form 
Frequency of fill out: Once at the first visit only 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse and physician 
Number of pages: 02 
Version of form: 17 April 2017 
Field name Instruction Example 
Clinic ID number Fill out six-numeric digits 

with a leading P printed 
letter 

P001314 

Date of initial visit Fill out date of visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Children patient returns 
after LTF 

Tick if patient returns from 
lost-to-follow up (patient 
file need to be formed new 
and clinicID is newly given 
too) 

 

Previous clinic ID number If returns after LTF, fill out 
the clinicID of six-numeric 
digits and leading P 

 

Full name Fill out full name (surname 
and name) in Khmer 

 

Age Fill out age in year but if 
patient is under 5 years, age 
in month should be filled 
out 

 

Date of birth Fill out date of visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Gender Tick one appropriate Male 
or Female 

 

Referred from Tick one appropriate Self-
referred, CBPCS/NGO, 
VCCT, other, EID service. 
 
If referred from other, then 
specify the details of source 
 
If referred from EID service, 
then fill out the EID Clinic 
ID 

 

HIV test   
Date of HIV positive Fill out date of confirmed 

HIv positive using format 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Type of HIV test Tick one (HIV PCR, HIV PCR 
confirmed, antibody test) 

 

VCCT code Fill out the VCCT code  
VCCT client code Fill out the VCCT client code  
Infant feeding history Tick one (exclusive formula  



feeding, exclusive 
breastfeeding, mixed 
feeding, unknown) 

Official transfer-in: status Tick one yes (for patient 
who has transfer-out from) 
or no (for patient newly 
confirmed HIV positive and 
never enrolled in any ART 
site)  

 

Official transfer-in: name of 
ART site 

If transfer-in, fill out the full 
name of ART site 

 

 

Official transfer-in: Date of 
ART start 

If transfer-in, fill out the 
ART start date 

 

Official transfer-in: ART 
Number 

If transfer-in, fill out ART 
number with two digits of 
province, two digits of site 
code and other five digits of 
patient number at ART 
initiation 

 

Family history Collect the information 
around  

 

Mother Fill out the age 
 
Tick one appropriate for 
HIV status Positive, 
Negative or Unknown 
 
Tick one appropriate status 
Alive, Died or Unknown. 
 
Tick one appropriate the 
start of ART Yes, No or 
Unknown. If started ART 
then tick one appropriate 
the ART given during 
pregnancy or during 
delivery or after delivery. 
 
If ARV drugs were given, 
then fill out the name of 
that facility. 
 
Tick one appropriate the 
history of TB disease Yes, 
No or Unknown. 
 

 

Father Same as mother except 
PMTCT part 

 



Signature of data 
collector/triage nurse 

Data collectors signs off  

Name of data 
collector/triage nurse 

Fill out name of data 
collector 

 

TB past medical history and 
treatment Tick one appropriate Yes, 

No or Known 
 

TB infection sites If yes, tick one appropriate 
PTB for pulmonary TB and 
EP-TB for extra-pulmonary 
TB 

 

TB case definition Tick one appropriate BK+ 
or BK-/clinic 

 

Date of onset of TB Fill out date of TB onset 
using format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Date of TB treatment Fill out date of TB treatment 
using format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

TB treatment regimen Tick one appropriate the 
treatment regimen 

 

Type of TB treatment 
outcome 

Tick one appropriate for 
treatment outcome 

 

Date of TB treatment 
outcome 

If treatment completed, fill 
out the date of complete 
treatment using format 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Other past medical history, 
by HIV-related illness and 
date of onset 

Fill out the illness and date 
of onset of each illness 

 

Other past treatment history   
Received ARV in the past Tick one appropriate No, 

ARV prophylaxis or ART 
 

Details of drug treatment by 
drug name, clinic/source, 
start date, stop date, reason 
to stop 

If ARV/ART, then fill out 
each drug received along 
with the name of hospital 
that provides ARV, the start 
date, the stop date and 
reason of stop 

 

Previous Cotrimoxazole 
prophylaxis by 
clinic/source, start date, 
stop date, reason to stop 

Tick one appropriated Yes, 
No or Unknown. 
 
If Yes, then fill out the name 
of hospital that provides 
Cotrimoxazole, the start 
date, the stop date and 
reason of stop 

 

Previous Fluconazole 
prophylaxis by 
clinic/source, start date, 
stop date, reason to stop 

Tick one appropriated Yes, 
No or Unknown. 
 
If Yes, then fill out the name 
of hospital that provides 

 



Fluconazole, the start date, 
the stop date and reason of 
stop 

Drug allergy status   
Name of drug with allergy Fill out name of drug that 

patient has allergy 
 

Allergy type Fill out types of allergy  
Signature of data collector Data collectors signs off  
Name of data collector Fill out name of data 

collector 
 

 

3.4.6. Form A1 – Children Updated Information Form 
Frequency of fill out: at each follow-up visit if reported changes made by client/guardian 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse  
Number of pages: 1/2 
Version of form: 09 August 2016 
Field name Instruction Example 
Clinic ID number Fill out six-numeric digits 

with a leading P printed 
letter 

 

Full name Fill out full name (surname 
and name) in Khmer 

 

Age Fill out age in year but if 
patient is under 5 years, age 
in month should be filled 
out 

 

Date of birth Fill out date of visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Gender Tick one appropriate Male 
or Female 

 

Date of update information   
Type of guardian Tick one appropriate 

Mother, Father, Grand 
Mother, Grand Father, 
Relative 

 

Detailed address Fill out the detailed contact 
address including group 
number, house number, 
village, commune, district 
and province 

 

Guardian contacts Fill out the name of 
guardian, detailed address 
and phone number 

 

Child status Tick one appropriate Both 
parents alive, Mother 
deceased, Father deceased, 
Both parents deceased 

 

Occupation of parent(s) Fill out the father and/or  



mother’s occupation 
Child education Tick one appropriate None, 

Kindergarten, Primary, 
Secondary 

 

CBOPCS/NGO who 
supported children 

Fill out the detail about the 
name and location of facility 

 

Vaccination Tick one appropriate 
Routine vaccinations, 
vaccination on going, 
Missing, None, or Unknown 

 

Signature of data collector Data collectors signs off  
Name of data collector Fill out name of data 

collector 
 

 

3.4.7. Form B – Children Patient Visit Form 
Summary:  
Frequency of fill out: at each follow-up visit 
Who fill out the form: triage nurse and physician 
Number of pages: 02 
Version of form: 17 April 2017 
Field name Instruction Example 
Number of visit Fill out the ordering 

number of the visit 
 

Clinic ID number Fill out six-numeric digits 
with a leading P printed 
letter 

P001314 

ART number If patient on ART, fill out 
ART number with two digits 
of province, two digits of 
site code and other five 
digits of patient number at 
ART initiation 

 

Date of visit Fill out date of visit using 
format dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Type of visit Tick only one (initial, early, 
scheduled, late) 

 

Full name Fill out full name (surname 
and name) in Khmer 

 

Age Fill out age in year but if 
patient is under 5 years, age 
in month should be filled 
out 

 

Gender Tick one appropriate Male 
or Female 

 

Temperature Fill out body temperature in 
degree Celsius 

 

Pulse Fill out pulse  
Respiratory rate Fill out respiratory rate  



Blood pressure Fill out blood pressure 
systolic over diastolic 

 

Weight (Kg) Fill out weight in Kilogram  
Height (Cm) Fill out height in Centimeter  
BSA (sqr. M) Using BSA table to compute 

then fill out the result. BSA 
= SQR [BW (kg) x Ht (cm) / 
3600]. Ensure you use Kg 
and CM (not Meters) 

 

Malnutrition status Tick one appropriate 
malnourished or not 
malnourished using weight-
for-height table 

 

Weight for height Using weight-for-height 
chart and tick one 
appropriately (Mild 
malnutrition, Moderate 
malnutrition, Severe 
malnutrition) 

 

Current medical history Physician fill out the 
current medical history 
based on the interaction 
with children and/or 
guardian 

 

TB screening Using five questions to 
perform TB screening by 
asking children and/or 
guardian 

 

Contact with an adult or 
older child with smear 
positive PTB 

Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Failure to thrive or weight 
loss 

Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Currently cough Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Currently fever Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Enlarged cervical lymph 
nodes 

Tick one appropriate Yes or 
No 

 

Hospitalize after last visit Tick Yes if children were 
hospitalized after the last 
visit 

 

Hospitalization days If hospitalized, fill out the 
number of days 

 

Reasons of last 
hospitalization 

If hospitalized, fill out the 
reasons of that 
hospitalization 

 

Adherence: missed pills last 
month 

Tick yes if missing any pills 
last month 

 



Adherence: number of times 
missing pills 

If missing any pill last 
month, fill out the times of 
missing 

 

Adherence: missed pills in 
last three days 

Tick yes if missing any pills 
last three days 

 

Adherence: number of times 
missing pills in last three 
days 

If missing any pill last three 
days, fill out the times of 
missing 

 

Name of guardian who 
provided pills to children 

Fill out the name of 
guardian who gives the pill 
to children 

 

Physical examination Physician performs physical 
examination 

 

Head (mouth, ears) Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Chest (lung) Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Abdomen Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Skin Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Lymph nodes Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Neurologic system Tick one appropriate 
Normal or Abnormal 

 

Other Fill out any others that are 
abnormal 

 

WHO clinical stage, by 
diagnosis 

Given list of WHO staging ge 
1, 2, 3 and 4, the physician 
to fill out the progress of 
each clinical staging 
condition with indication of 
one of  
New for newly appears at 
the visit, Old for clinical 
condition that already 
treated and healed, Ongoing 
For clinical condition that 
still progressing and under 
the monitoring  

 

Assessment and treatment   
WHO clinical stage Fill out the last clinical 

staging. For example, a 
patient with cured 
pulmonary TB, the WHO 
stage remains 3 forever 

 

Eligible for ART Since the treat-all guideline 
is being used, all patient 
regardless of CD4 count or 

 



viral load is eligible to ART 
Suspected treatment failure Tick one appropriate Yes if 

suspect of treatment failure 
and tick No if not. 

 

Type of treatment failure If Yes, tick one appropriated 
virological, immunological, 
or clinical. 

 

Sites of TB infection Tick one appropriate PTB 
for pulmonary TB or EP-TB 
for extra-pulmonary TB 
based on presenting TB 
treatment card or validate 
with TB physician 

 

TB case definition Tick one appropriate BK+ 
or BK-/clinic 

 

TB treatment status Tick one appropriate New 
for newly treated with TB, 
Stop for complete 
treatment, Ongoing for TB 
treatment still going on. 

 

TB treatment date Fill out date of start 
treatment using format 
dd/mm/yyyy 

 

Physical status Play normally, play 
sometimes,  

 

Order CD4 count Tick one appropriate Yes if 
order, No if not order the 
test of CD4 count 

 

Order HIV viral load Tick one appropriate Yes if 
order, No if not order the 
test of HIV viral load 

 

Note Leave note on this patient if 
available.  
Tick any appropriate 
Referred to PMTCT, TB, IPD 
and other 

 

Current medications 
(medication, quantity, 
frequency, form, status of 
use, date, reasons of stop, 
remarks) by four groups 
ARV drugs, OI drugs, HCV 
drug and TB drug 

Fill out dose, quantity 
prescribed, frequency, form 
of each single drug or 
combination. Tick one 
appropriated for each drug 
Start, Stop or Continued 
with the date. In case of 
stopping any drug, reason is 
expected to fill out and 
extra note if necessary. 
 
For Type of 
treat/prophylaxis for 

 



Cotrimoxazole, Fluconazole 
for 1 (Primary Prophylaxis), 
2 (Secondary Prophylaxis), 
3 (Treatment Only) 

Outcome/action   
Type of exit care Tick one appropriate Lost 

to follow up, Died,  
Stop treatment because of 
HIV negative, Transfer out 
to other ART site 

 

Place of death If died, fill out the place of 
that patient died 

 

Date of death If died, fill out the date that 
patient died; not the date of 
reported 

 

Cause of death If died, fill out the underline 
cause of death 

 

Date of next appointment If patient still not exit care, 
please fill out the data of 
next appointment 

 

Name of physician and 
signature  

The physician fills out 
his/her name and signature 

 

 



3.4.8. VCCT form 

 
 
 
 



 
 



3.5. Flow of data entry into ART database 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.6. Procedures to control data quality 
 

 At site level: At ART clinic 
- ART team leader: 

o Organizes weekly meeting (preferably every Friday 
afternoon) among ART team members to clarify, discuss and 
solve any data quality problems (incomplete, missing, 
unreadable writing/recording, inconsistency, errors, etc.) 
may occur during the week. 

o Has data entry clerk assists him/her with the data quality 
checks (completeness, no missing required information, 
consistency, accuracy, and timeliness). 

 
- Data entry clerk: 

o Counts patient files to get the total number, write the number 
on the pile 

Newly Enrolled Patients Follow-up Patients 

Input Form A, A1, A2 

Input Form B 

Input Form A1, A2 if 
available 

Input Patient Test 
if available 

Patients 



o Verifies number of patients visited the clinic on the list of 
patient visit and number of patient files 

o Checks the completeness of the “Forms” related to the 
required fields in each Form mentioned above before entry 

o Runs frequency check: 
- Number of patient files (to match with the number 

counted early) 
- Any missing value of required variables. If there is any 

missing value, verify with the patient file 
- Consistency, for example, all patients without any sign of 

TB shall have Isoniazid prescribed and date start IPT filled 
in if the patient did not have date complete IPT filled in 
yet. (hard for the real practice) 

o Runs frequency check of a few most important variables: 
- Number of newly enrolled patients with CD4 baseline 

requested 
- Number of patients eligible for viral load test have viral 

load tested 
- Number of patients with viral load: <40; 40-999; 1000+ 

copies/ml 
- Indicators. To ensure the data quality at ART clinic, the following 

indicators will be reported at every weekly meeting of the ART 
team: 
o Number (%) of patient files entered on time (target: 100%). 
o Number (%) of patient files with incomplete records of any 

variables (target: not greater than 3%). The variables include 
patient ID, age, sex, date of first HIV positive, date of initial 
visit, date of ART initiation. 

o Number (%) of patient files with inconsistency of any fields 
(target: not greater than 3%). 

o Number (%) of patient files with timely viral load value 
(target: at least 90%). The list of patients tested vs eligible 
(base on provision guideline) considering using tool to 
generate VL reminder in the existing ART database 

o Number (%) of patient files with baseline CD4 (target: 
100%). 

 
 At PASP level: PASP Manager and data management officer (PDMO): 

- PASP with assistance from PDMO conducts routine monthly 
supervision to all ART clinics in the province, 

- Take 50% of the charts of patients who visited the clinic at last five 
days, and review: 
o The completeness of the charts on key variables but not 

limited to last viral load result, last CD4 result, risk 
screening on A2 form, number of sexual/shared needle 



partners, number of children, EAC, HCV, and Cryptococcus 
screening. 

o The consistency between the chart and database, meaning 
what are on the chart are entered in the database. 

o The timeliness of the data entry, meaning all charts of the 
patients who visited clinic at the last five days were entered 
into the database. 

 Measurement indicators for data quality 
- % of charts with complete entries (target 100%) 
- % of entries consistent with charts (target of at least 97%) 
- % of charts with timely entered (target 100%) 

 
 At NCHADS-DMU level – Data Management Officer 

 Measurement indicators for data quality 
- % of ART sites submitted back-up file on time (monthly basis 

– first week of coming month) to central level (target 100%) 
- % of ART sites using Drag & Drop Tool (target 100% at the 

end of 2019) 
- % of ART sites found error during the process of importing 

into ART aggregation database (target not more than 5%) 
 

  



4. Annex 
Annex 1.1: Form A – Adult Initial Visit Form (front) 

 
  



Annex 1.2: Form A – Adult Initial Visit Form (back) 

  



Annex 2.1: Form A1 – Adult Updated Information Form 

 



Annex 3.1: Form A2 – PNTT Initial Assessment Form for Partners 

 

ធ្លល ប់ ៦ខែ មនិធ្លល ប់ ធ្លល ប់ ៦ខែ
ធ្លល បរ់មួភភទជាមយួដដគូខដលដឹងថាមានផទុកភមភោគភេដស៍    ធ្លល បច់ាកថ់ាន ាំភញៀន  

ធ្លល បរ់មួភភទជាមយួស្រសតី    ធ្លល បភ់របើមជុលសឺុោុ ាំងរមួគ្នន  

ធ្លល បរ់មួភភទជាមយួបុរស    ទទលួបានរបាកស់រមាបក់ាររមួភភទ  

ធ្លល បរ់មួភភទជាមយួរកុមបាំខលងភភទ    បានផតល់របាកស់រមាបក់ាររមួភភទ  

ធ្លល បរ់មួភភទជាមយួមនុសសភលើសពី៤នាក់     

អាយុុៈ ភភទ  របុស  រសី

អាយដ្ឋា ន: ភលែទូរស័ពទ:

ទាំនាក់ទាំនងជាមួយេនកជាំងឺ៖ ការភរៀបចាំខផនការជូនដាំណឹង៖

 របពនធ\បត\ីគូដណតឹ ង          សងារ  ពនារ ភពលភដ្ឋយសារ IPV: េនកជាំងឺបានភឆលើយ‹បាទ/ចាស›ចាំភ ោះសាំណួរIPVណាមយួ

 ដដគូរមួភភទជាបល់ាប ់     ភរបើមជុលរមួគ្នន  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូភដ្ឋយែលួនឯង

 ភផសង :ៗ _________  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកផតល់ភសវាសុែភាពនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូេនកជាំងឺ

ដដគូបងកហិងា (IPV)៖ ភទ  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយមានលកខែណឌ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូែលួនឯងភៅដថៃទី________

វាយ ទាត ់ទោះ ឬភធវើបាបោងកាយេនក?   ___/____។ ភរកាយដថៃភនោះ េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនឹងជូនដាំណឹងភៅដដគូេនកជាំងឺ

ធ្លល បគ់ាំោមកាំខហងេនក?   បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា នឹងសហការគ្នន

ធ្លល បប់ងខាំរមួភភទភដ្ឋយមនិមានលកខណុៈសមរមយ  ជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូភៅដថៃទី ___/____/____។

ការពាយាមទាកទ់ង លទធផល :

 បដិភសធការភធវើភតសត

(P) (V) បាន ភទ  រពមភធវើភតសត HIV: វជិជមាន(+)

    លទធផល : 

     ដឹងថាមានផទុកភមភោគភេដស៍ (HIV+) និងកាំពុងទទួលការពាបាល:

    ភលែកូដគលីនិក/ART: |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
     ភផសងៗ:___________________________________________

អាយុុៈ ភភទ  របុស  រសី

អាយដ្ឋា ន: ភលែទូរស័ពទ:

ទាំនាក់ទាំនងជាមួយេនកជាំងឺ៖ ការភរៀបចាំខផនការជូនដាំណឹង៖

 របពនធ\បត\ីគូដណតឹ ង          សងារ  ពនារភពលភដ្ឋយសារ IPV: េនកជាំងឺបានភឆលើយ ‹បាទ/ចាស› ចាំភ ោះសាំណួរ IPV ណាមយួ

 ដដគូរមួភភទជាបល់ាប ់     ភរបើមជុលរមួគ្នន  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូភដ្ឋយែលួនឯង

 ភផសង :ៗ _________  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកផតល់ភសវាសុែភាពនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូេនកជាំងឺ

ដដគូបងកហិងា (IPV)៖ ភទ  បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយមានលកខែណឌ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូែលួនឯងភៅដថៃទី________

វាយ ទាត ់ទោះ ឬភធវើបាបោងកាយេនក?   __/____។ ភរកាយដថៃភនោះ េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនឹងជូនដាំណឹងភៅដដគូេនកជាំងឺ
ធ្លល បគ់ាំោមកាំខហងេនក?   បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា នឹងសហការគ្នន
ធ្លល បប់ងខាំរមួភភទភដ្ឋយមនិមានលកខណុៈសមរមយ  ជូនដាំណឹងដល់ដដគូភៅដថៃទី ____/____/____។

ការពាយាមទាកទ់ង លទធផល :

 បដិភសធការភធវើភតសត

(P) (V) បាន ភទ  រពមភធវើភតសត HIV: វជិជមាន(+)

    លទធផល : 

     ដឹងថាមានផទុកភមភោគភេដស៍ (HIV+) និងកាំពុងទទួលការពាបាល:

    ភលែកូដគលីនិក/ART: |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
     ភផសងៗ:___________________________________________

IPV = Intimate Partner Violence (ដដគូបងកហងិា) P = Phone V = Visit

េវជិជមាន(-)



___/___/___
___/___/___







មនិអាចកាំណតប់ាន(+/-)
___/___/___

___/___/___

េវជិជមាន(-)

 

ដថៃ ខែ  ឆ្ន ាំ
ទូរស័ពទ/ភៅផ្ទទ ល់ ទាក់ទងដដ គូបាន?

កាំណត់សាំគ្នល់

មនិអាចកាំណតប់ាន(+/-)

ដដគូទី២ (Partner 2)
ភ ម្ ោះ

បាទ/ចាស

___/___/___

___/___/___

___/___/___

___/___/___

ដថៃ ខែ  ឆ្ន ាំ







ទូរស័ពទ/ភៅផ្ទទ ល់ ទាក់ទងដដ គូបាន?
កាំណត់សាំគ្នល់

ក២ទម្រង់វាយតម្រៃសម្ាបក់ារជូនដំណឹង និងស្សែងរកម្ដគូអ្នកជំងឺ ដដើរបដី្ែើដតសតរកដរដោគដអ្ដស ៍ (PNTT Initial Assessment Form)

ភលែកូដគលីនិក /ART:
Clinic ID/ART#:

ដថៃ ខែ ឆ្ន ាំមកពិនិតយ :
……./……./២០..….

យល់រពមចាំភ ោះ
ការជូនដាំណឹង



បាទ/ចាស


ភទ

បាទ/ចាស







មនិធ្លល ប់





ភ ម្ ោះ

ការពិនិតយរសាវ រជាវរកកត្តត របឈម៖



ដដគូទី១ (Partner 1)

ចាំននួដដគូ/កូនបភងកើត(អាយុភរកាម១៥ឆ្ន ាំ)បចចុបបននរបស់េនកជាំងឺ៖ ចាំននួដដគូរមួភភទ |___|___|      ចាំននួដដគូភរបើមជុលរមួគ្នន ៖ |___|___|      ចាំននួកូនបភងកើត |___|___|

ធ្លល បភ់ធវើេភនាត របភវសនស៍រមាបក់ារងារ 
(កនុងឬភរៅរបភទស)



Annex 3.2: Form A2 – PNTT Initial Assessment Form for Children 

 

អាយុុៈ ភភទ  របុស  រសី

អាសយដ្ឋា ន: ភលែទូរស័ពទ:

ការភរៀបចាំខផនការនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយ៖ ការពាយាមទាកទ់ង 

 បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយភដ្ឋយែលួនឯង

 បញ្ចូ នភដ្ឋយេនកដល់ភសវា : េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនិងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ (P) (V) បាន ភទ

ឪពុកមាត យឬេនកខថទាាំកុមារឱ្យនាាំកុមារមកមកពិនិតយ    

 បញ្ចូ នភដ្ឋយមានលកខែណឌ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយរតឹមដថៃទី__/___/__។    

ភរកាយដថៃភនោះ េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនឹងទាកទ់ងឪពុកមាត យឬេនកខថទាាំ
កុមារឱ្យនាាំកុមារមកមកពិនិតយ

 បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំ

សុែភាព នឹងភធវើការរមួគ្នន ភដើមបនីាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយភៅដថៃទី__/___/___

លទធផលដនការនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយ៖

 បដិភសធការភធវើភតសត  ដឹងថាមានផទុកភមភោគភេដស៍ (HIV+) និងកាំពុងទទួលការពាបាល:


រពមភធវើភតសត HIV: វជិជមាន(+) មនិអាចកាំណតប់ាន(+/-) ភលែកូដគលីនិក/ART: |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

   ភផសងៗ:__________________________________________

អាយុុៈ ភភទ  របុស  រសី

អាសយដ្ឋា ន: ភលែទូរស័ពទ:

ការភរៀបចាំខផនការនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយ៖ ការពាយាមទាកទ់ង 


បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយភដ្ឋយែលួនឯង

 បញ្ចូ នភដ្ឋយេនកដល់ភសវា : េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនិងជូនដាំណឹងដល់ (P) (V) បាន ភទ

ឪពុកមាត យឬេនកខថទាាំកុមារឱ្យនាាំកុមារមកមកពិនិតយ    

 បញ្ចូ នភដ្ឋយមានលកខែណឌ : េនកជាំងឺនឹងនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយរតឹមដថៃទី__ /___/___។    

ភរកាយដថៃភនោះ េនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំសុែភាពនឹងទាកទ់ងឪពុកមាត យឬេនកខថទាាំ
កុមារឱ្យនាាំកុមារមកមកពិនិតយ

 បញ្ជូ នភដ្ឋយេនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវា : េនកជាំងឺនិងេនកផតល់ភសវាខថទាាំ

សុែភាព នឹងភធវើការរមួគ្នន ភដើមបនីាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយភៅដថៃទី____/____/_____
លទធផលដនការនាាំកុមារមកពិនិតយ៖

 បដិភសធការភធវើភតសត  ដឹងថាមានផទុកភមភោគភេដស៍ (HIV+) និងកាំពុងទទួលការពាបាល:

 រពមភធវើភតសត HIV: វជិជមាន(+) មនិអាចកាំណតប់ាន(+/-) ភលែកូដគលីនិក/ART: |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
   ភផសងៗ:__________________________________________លទធផល :

___/___/___
   

___/___/___
   

េវជិជមាន(-)   



___/___/___

___/___/___

កូនទី២ (Child 2)

ភ ម្ ោះ

ដថៃ ខែ  ឆ្ន ាំ
ទូរស័ពទ /ភៅផ្ទទ ល់ ទាក់ទងដដ គូបាន?

កាំណត់សាំគ្នល់

លទធផល :

___/___/___
  

េវជិជមាន(-)





កាំណត់សាំគ្នល់

___/___/___
   

ក២ទម្រង់វាយតម្រៃសម្ាបក់ារជូនដំណឹង និងស្សែងរកម្ដគូអ្នកជំងឺ ដដើរបដី្ែើដតសតរកដរដោគដអ្ដស៍
(PNTT Initial Assessment Form)

___/___/___

___/___/___

កូនទី១ (Child 1)

ភ ម្ ោះ

ដថៃ ខែ  ឆ្ន ាំ
ទូរស័ពទ /ភៅផ្ទទ ល់ ទាក់ទងដដ គូបាន?



Annex 4.1: Form B – Adult Patient Visit Form (front) 

 
  



Annex 4.2: Form B – Adult Patient Visit Form (back) 

  



 
 

Annex 5.1: Form A – Children Initial Visit Form (front) 

 
  



Annex 5.2: Form A – Children Initial Visit Form (back) 

 
 

  



Annex 6.1: Form A1 – Children Updated Information Form (Front) 

 
 

  



Annex 6.2: Form A1 – Children Updated Information Form (back) 

 
  



Annex 7.1: Form B – Children Patient Visit Form (front) 
 

 
  



Annex 7.2: Form B – Children Patient Visit Form (back) 

 
 

 



Annex 8.1: Weight-for-height (z score) table for boy aged 2 – 5 years 





 
 
 
 



Annex 8.2: Weight-for-height (z score) table for girl aged 2 – 5 years 





 

  



 

Annex 9.1: VCCT form 

 
 

  



Annex 10.1: B-IACM roles and responsibilities 
Designation Roles and Responsibilities 

Provincial AIDS and STD 
Program (PASP) Manager 

Responsible for overall functioning and oversight of B-IACM. In the Urban 
OD model, convenes the Group of Champions, directly supervises the CMC, 
and takes responsibility for B-IACM at provincial level. In the Rural OD 
model supervises the CMC and Group of Champions in each OD in the 
province. In Phnom Penh the PASP Manager coordinates the B-IACM work in 
the Phnom Penh ODs and is responsible for the RMAA 

Group of Champions (GoC), All activities in a geographic area are supervised by the GoC, which is a core 
group of immediately responsible people who manage and oversee B-IACM 
directly 

Case Management 
Coordinator (CMC) 
 

Primary responsibility is to manage the B-IACM and ensure that all the key 
players are working together. The CMC is a senior member of the OD/PHD 
team. 

Case Management Assistant 
(CMA) 

Primarily responsible for collecting and entering the B-IACM data in the 
system, and preparing the charts, graphs and reports. Under the streamlined 
system an existing government staff in the OD will be designated to this 
function 

Case Management Provider 
(CMP) 

Play the key roles of identifying and referring cases within the public health 
service system. CMP are usually government staff working at different levels 
in the health care system; but they may also be NGO staff working in NGO 
health facilities and programmes 

Case Management Supporter 
(CMS) 

Responsible for following up new cases where there is delay in new cases 
reaching different points in the system (e.g. accepting testing, going for 
confirmatory testing at VCCT, referral to Pre-ART/ART clinic, adherence, 
home-based care support, etc.). CMS are government or NGO/CBO staff 
working within B-COPCT, B-COC, B-LR, CBPCS projects 

NGO/CBO Outreach Worker, 
PLHIV Peer Facilitator, and 
Community Service 
Volunteers (CVS) 

Function as CMP when they identify and refer new cases and as CMS, when 
they follow-up new cases (both in B-COPCT and in B-COC/LR and CBPCS). 

NGO staff Supervise and coordinate the work of the CMS with other CMP, and work 
with the CMC and CMA to ensure that follow-up for ‘loss’ (lost cases) takes 
place. They are key members of the Group of Champions.  

PLHIV Network Provide additional support in working closely with pre-ART/ART clinics and 
OD CMC and CMA, and support the supervision and coordination of CSVs 

RMAA at Provincial and 
National levels 

At provincial level the Group of Champions functions as the Rapid 
Monitoring and Analysis for Action (RMAA) group. At national level the 
RMAA group convened by NCHADS and monitors the B-IACM system. 
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